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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP1016750A2] Assembly (100) to align the fabric piles (6) to stand upright. The fabric travels over the support with the pile moved against
the direction of the flattened piles. A unit over the fabric delivers a blade-shaped air stream (18) against the fabric surface, in the direction of travel
(4) and at an angle (13) of ≤ 45 degrees against the piles across the machine width. The fabric support is a fixed plate (8) across the machine width,
where the pile fabric (10) slides over it. The support plate (8) is directly after a rotating support roller (1), with the upper side (8') of the plate at a
tangent to the roller (1). The air stream (18) is delivered by a jet (20), with a flat and smooth outlet channel (12), over the fabric support. The jet
outlet channel (12) is between a flat profile (9) and the end of the under side (11') of the leg of an upper angle profile (11) closely over it and parallel
in the direction (4) of travel and at the same position (11). A hollow profile (14), across the fabric (10) width, has a compressed air connection (15),
It has an outer rectangular side (14'), towards the fabric (10), with a projecting flat profile (9) in the direction (4) of fabric (10) travel. The leading
rectangular side (14) supports an angle profile (11). The blower outlet channel (12) is formed between the upper side (9') of the flat profile and the
under side (11') of the angle profile leg, at the passage opening array (16) into the hollow profile (14) for the cross section of the blower channel
(12). The hollow profile (14) and/or the flat profile (9) and/or the angle profile (11) are linked to swing holder plates (23) outside the side edges of
the fabric (10), which swing round a lateral axis (21), so that the outlet jet (20) and the hollow profile (14) can swing upwards away from the fabric
support roller (1).
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